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Puluz PU5042EU shadowless tent
Equip yourself with the Puluz PU5042EU shadowless tent and create perfect shots of various objects. The kit is very easy to assemble and
includes  many  practical  components.  It  will  meet  the  expectations  of  any  photographer,  featuring  high  performance  and  easy
transportation.
 
Plenty of benefits
The  tent  is  characterized  by  extreme  simplicity  of  assembly  and  transport,  so  it  will  be  an  ideal  addition  to  the  equipment  of  any
photographer. With its help, you will  present any product in excellent light -  using efficient LEDs and silver finish. Thanks to this, your
shots will be clear and perfectly show the visual qualities of the presented object.
 
Versatility
The  set  also  includes  4  additional  panels  in  different  colors  -  black,  white,  orange  and  green.  These  panels  are  wrinkle-resistant  and
waterproof. Bet on Puluz and provide studio conditions - wherever you are!
 
Kit contains:
Studio tent body
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Black PVC background board
White PVC background board
Orange PVC background board
Green PVC background board
Front baffle door
Black tote non-woven bag
Light board x 3
Diffuser
Power supply with plug
Manual
Manufacturer
Puluz
Model
PU5042EU
Number of LEDs
2 x 168, 1 x 144
Color temperature
5500 K
CRI
Ra ≥ 95
Input
AC 100-240 V, 1.2 A
Output
18 V, 4 A
Power
72 W
Power of light panel
1 - 30 W
Light panels dimensions
180 x 190 mm
Dimensions
400 x 400 x 400 mm
Material
Nylon fabric 600D

Price:

€ 87.99
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